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HOYT TROWBRIDGE

THE USES OF LITERATURE
The fono~ essays by Donald J. Greene and Edwin Honig
were presented last May at a conference on the humanities, one of
the major events in a series of meetings, concerts, lectures, and exhibits scheduled on the campus throughout the year to commemorate
the seventy-fifth anniversaty of the University's founding in 1889. The
conference was notable for the excellence ~f the papers, these two
and five others, and for the variety of the interpretive and critical
perspectives brought to bear upon literature by the speakers.
The theme of the conference, "The Uses of Literature;" was
Iirst suggested by Professor George Arms of the department of En( glish, a member of the committee on conferences and lectures for
the anniversaty year. He had found in teachin~ a course in the history of criticism that his students seemed increasingly resistant to
some elements in modem critical thought, especially its emphasis on
the autonomy of literary art and the primacy of formal or aesthetic
values. The ~tudents did not deny the validity of these ideas, which
in fact may well have seemed ~~lf:.evic1ent, but they did insist on the
significsnce for them oLf!1e sOcial, psychological, and· ethical dimensions of literafure. Mr. Arlns thought, and the comn;titte~agreed, that
the conference offered a timely occasion to air these issues anew.
Like other' movements described as "m0clem," contemporary
lite~ criticism is wen advanced into middle age, at least, beginby now to seem almost as venerable as the revoluti~ns in Painting, literature, music, and other arts from which it sprang a good balfcentury ago. All th~e movements arose in the same heady climate-' .
of change and discovery, and they were linked by many common "affirmations and rejections. In the theory of the critics, asiri the practice
of the artists, a fundamental motive was ,. the desire to liberate .the
arts from the pressUre of external convention, personal and social
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imperatj.ves, forces outside art which implied a conception of form
as a mhe instrument of extraneous, nonaestheticpurposcs. Rejecting both the mode of criticism then prevailjng, primarily: moral and
biographical, and also a literary scholarship that seemed too exclusively historical and philological in method, the new critics sought
to recover a sense of. the poem as' a poem, in. its integrity as"an aesthetic object. They proclaimed the independence of art, its right to
exist for its own ends and by its own Standards.
Though particularly cogent and necessary in· the cultural circumstances of the twentieth century, these attitudes embodied truths
which need to be reasserted in every generation. It is equally true,
however, that literature can never be wholly isolated from its external 'causes and uses. A novel or poem is shaped not onJ,y by aesthetic aims and valQes but also by desires, allegiances, and convictions of its author. These in turn are conditioned by the culture of
which he is a part and in some sense a spokesman, eVen when he
attacks it. For the audience, in the writer's time and later, literary
works are charged with meaning of many' kinds and often have.
strange powers to, exalt or disgust, to stir thought and arouse feeling.
That is one reason why new developments in the arts are so often
received with angry hostility, an unconscious tribute to the depth
of their influence on men an~ society.
A three-day academic conference could not be expected to reach
any final conclusions on issues as complex as these, but we thought
they might be profitably explored in a series of papers representing
different interests and .points of view. Seven distinguishe~ scholars,
critics, and writers accepted. the committee's invitation to take part
in the symposium; they are listecfbelow with the titles of their papers.
To keep the discussion in .close contact with literary particulars, the
speakers were encouraged to illustrate, their ideas by interp~eting a .
specific literary work, writer, problem, or relationship. Three of
them considered their subjects from the vantage point of a dilferent
scholatIy discipline-Professor Commager as an historian, professor
Scott as a theologian, 'and Professor Fraib~gas a student of psychoanalytic theory. TIle other participants, primarily students and teach:
ers of literature, ranged widely not only in their choice of examples
and problems but also in their aesthetic assumptions and scholarly
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procedures. 'Both of the essayists represent~d here are also writers on
;. their own account; Mr. Greene has published fiction, and Mr. Honig
is a poet. The conference was a great success, and I am glad that
these challenging papers can be made available through the Quarterly
to a wider audience.
.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM
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~ .: Thursday, May 7
:./J

.

•

NATHAN A. Scarr, Federated Theological Faculty, University of Chicago: "Society and the Self in Recent American Literature."
EDWIN HONIG, Brown University: "Lorca and Cervantes."
Friday, May 8
It
~ERT DAVIS, Oxford University: "Swift and his Friends: the Value
of Letters as Literary Evidence."
DONALD 1- GREENE, Victoria .College, Univers1ty of Toronto: "The Sin
of Pride: an Essay in Literary Interpretation."
REuBEN A. BROWER, Harvard University: "The Deeds of Coriolanus."
Saturday, May 9
LoUIS FRAIBERG, University of Toledo: "Durrell'.s Dissonant Quartet."
HENRy S. 'COMMA-GEll, Amherst College: "The American Enlightenment: the Uses of History."
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